
The Bible is not a book of numerology. It has no secret code that someone expert in
numbers will someday crack. The Bible does not attach anything negative to the
number thirteen or, for that matter, black cats, walking under ladders, or stepping on
cracks, as some people do. The Bible is not a book of superstition. It doesn’t
counsel knocking on wood after remarking that something bad hasn’t happened
recently. It doesn’t give examples of jinxes, like picking up a penny that’s come up
tails or getting out of the wrong side of bed. People in the Bible don’t hex one
another or stick pins in voodoo dolls. Friday the thirteenth isn’t even a Bible bad
date.

The Bible does, on the other hand, clearly appear to use numbers as symbols, to call
attention to features or parallels. Jacob, or Israel as God later named him, had
twelve sons, each founding one of the twelve tribes of Israel. Jesus later chose
twelve disciples, seemingly a reference or parallel. When one of the twelve
disciples, Judas Iscariot, turned out to be Jesus’s betrayer, and subsequently hanged
himself, the remaining eleven disciples chose a replacement twelfth. Is that giving
divine significance to numbers? No, other than for the reference, sense of
completeness, or parallel. When Jesus fed the five thousand, the disciples picked up
twelve baskets left over. The tree of life gives twelve fruits, the city of God has
twelve gates, and the city’s wall has twelve foundations with the names of Jesus’s
twelve apostles. Twelve seems significant as a symbol, although the Bible doesn’t
say how, only providing the parallels.

Similarly, Jonah spent three days in the belly of a fish, while Jesus spent three days
in the tomb before his resurrection, which Jesus himself said represented a
foreshadowing or parallel. God took six days to create heaven and earth, resting on
the seventh, and giving us a seven-day week in which the Jews rest on the seventh,
while Christians celebrate on the first day, the Lord’s day on which Jesus rose.
Some thus take the number seven to represent God’s perfection. When Jesus fed
four thousand, he did so from seven loaves of bread, with seven baskets of bread
left over. God’s number seven, perfection? Perhaps, if you wish, although the Bible
doesn’t elaborate, and the significance would only be symbolic, a sign, not an occult
reference or some form of divination.



Numerologists, those who give mystical or occult significance to numbers, find
many other numbers in the Bible to which to give special significance, in addition
to seven and twelve. One list includes the numbers one God, two human sexes,
three sections of twenty-two Bible books, four gospels, horsemen, angels, and
major prophets, six work days, twenty-one chapters to John’s gospel, and forty days
of flooding rains for Noah and fast for Jesus, among several other numbers. Perhaps
something intentional lies somewhere among these numbers, as symbols of
completion or incompletion, or symmetry or parallel, although the Bible doesn’t
state their significance, if any. The Bible appears to give no significance to the
number eight, especially not good luck, as Christians generally disregard the notion
of luck. The questioner probably is indeed thinking of the Chinese tradition.

How, then, should one treat Bible numbers when they appear to have some pattern?
Deuteronomy 18:10-12 makes quite clear that God’s people are not to practice any
sort of divination, looking for omens in things. God detests and drives away people
who practice the occult, the passage concludes. Christians should not pursue these
practices of giving divine significance to numbers.

The Bible does, however, seem at first glance to signify one number, commonly
translated in Revelation 13:18 as 666 (six-hundred-sixty-six), and identified as the
number of the beast, the antichrist. The passage suggests that the number bears a
relationship to the beast’s name, which may refer to the then-known practice of
adding up the numeric value of the letters in the alphabet comprising the name.
Coincidence or not, the Roman Emperor Nero was persecuting Christians terribly at
the time. He could easily have represented the antichrist figure, insofar as his name
and title translated into Hebrew would indeed bear the value 666. Revelation 13:18
could also refer to Nero as a foreshadowing or prefiguring of a much-later antichrist
whose name might also bear the 666 value. Revelation 13:18 invites this
consideration, unlike other number references in the Bible. Yet the passage does not
invite divine or occult signification. Revelation’s author John may simply have
disguised the antichrist’s name to protect from Nero’s revenge those who carried his
forbidden manuscript.

The Bible is profoundly rich in spiritual significance entirely without numerology,
without granting occult or divine character to the many numbers that appear within



it. Given the prohibition of Deuteronomy 18:10-12 against dabbling in the occult
and divination, one is far better to leave numeric significances alone, other than as
simple symbols calling attention to parallels between historic events. The Bible is
not about luck, divination, or the occult, just the most-significant spiritual truth ever
told.


